All parking lots are first-come first-served, unless specific parking spaces are designated otherwise. **All vehicles must have a valid parking permit to park in all campus lots.** Evening permits are valid after 3:00 p.m. M-F and all day Saturday. Parking lots are indicated on this map with the abbreviation of the building they are closest to. Daily permits are available for purchase for $20 at the Lone Mountain and Golden Gate kiosks.

**MAIN CAMPUS PARKING LOTS**
- FR: XARTS Lot
- GL: Gleeson Library (East & West)
- HH: Hayes-Healy Underground Garage
- KN: Kendrick Garage
- KO: Koret Center (Upper & Lower)
- MG: Memorial Gym Sobrato Center Lot

**LONE MOUNTAIN CAMPUS PARKING LOTS**
- LH: Loyola Lot (after Loyola House driveway)
- LM: Lone Mountain Circle Lot
- LMN: Lone Mountain North Ramps
- LMP: Pacific Wing Lot
- LV: Loyola Village (Residents Only)
  - PERMIT HOLDERS CANNOT PARK IN ON-CAMPUS LOTS
  - Lone Mountain Ramps

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**
- ED: School of Education Lot

- **Daily Permit and Information Kiosk**
  - Visitor Parking
    - Permit issued by Public Safety
  - Zip Car designated parking spaces.
    - There are 6 Zip Car stalls in Koret Upper Lot and 6 at the Loyola Lot.

- **No Parking allowed**
- **On Campus Bike Racks**
- **Loading/Unloading Only Zones**
- **MUNI Bus Line – Turk Boulevard**
- **MUNI Bus Line – Fulton Street**
- **MUNI Bus Line – Masonic Avenue**